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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the introduction of the concept of Segal algebras by Reiter, these 
subalgebras of Li(G) have enjoyed considerable interest. A more general 
class of subalgebras of Ll(G), that of normed ideals, was introduced by 
Cigler. A well-known feature of Segal algebras is that all of them inherit 
some structure from Li(G), related to ideal theory and the existence of 
approximate identities. In this paper it is proved that Segal algebras are 
the only normed ideals with this fascinating property (section 3). 
From Cohen’s factorization theorem it follows that every function in 
Ll(G) can be written as a convolution product of two other functions in 
Ll(G), but up to now no normed ideal has been found which possesses 
this property. In section 5 some remarks on factorization are made ; they 
are based upon a new class of Segal algebras introduced in section 4. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND SOME KNOWN FACTS 
In the sequel G denotes a locally compact abelian Hausdorff group and 
Li(G) the convolution algebra of all (equivalence classes of) functions on 
G integrable with respect to the Haar measure ; G is the dual group of 
G and by p is meant the Fourier transform of f, defined by 
f(e): = Jo f(x) (2,2) dx (f E Ll(G), $2 E 6). 
Translation is defined by &f(x): = /(y-lx) and a subset A of Ll(G) is 
called translation invariant if f E A implies L, f E A for each y E 0. 
DEEUTITION. (R EITER, [4]) A subalgebra S of D(G) is called a Begal 
algebra if the following conditions hold: 
15’1. S is dense in Ll(G) and translation invariant; 
X2. S is a Banach algebra under some norm II.IIs such that 
(i) IIL1/flls=IlfIls for all f in S and y in G 
(ii) the mapping y I-+ L, f from G into S is continuous for each f in 5. 
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Many examples of Segal algebras can be found in [4], [5] and [6]. 
As a generalization of the concept of Segal algebra CIGLER (Cl]) introduced 
the so-called normed ideals. 
DEFINITION. An ideal N in D(G) is called a normed ideal if the following 
conditione hold : 
Nl. N is dense in D(G) ; 
Nz. N is a Banach space under some norm II- IIN; 
Ns. there is a constant C such that Ilfj[l<cllfljN for all f in N; 
N4. Ijh * fllN< llhlllllfl[N for all h in Ll(G) and f in N. 
In [4], Ch. 6 - $ 2.2 it is proved that every Segal algebra is an ideal 
satisfying the conditions Ns and N4, and hence is a normed ideal. Normed 
ideals need not be translation invariant ([l], section 6) and, moreover, 
the following example shows that translation invariancy of a normed 
ideal does not guarantee the continuity of the mapping y I+ L,f for 
every f. 
EXAMPLE. Let N be the set of all continuous bounded functions in 
0(B) provided with the norm IlfllN: =Ilflll+Ilfll,. Then N is a normed 
ideal in &I$) which is translation invariant. Define f : =xwl fn, where 
fs is the “triangle function” which increases linear from 0 to 1 on 
[N -n-z, n], decreases linear from 1 to 0 on [n, n + n-s] and vanishes 
elsewhere. 
Then f belongs to N, but ]l.&, f - fjl, = 1 for every y between 0 and 1. 
Hence the mapping y I+ LYf cannot be continuous. 
However, the normed ideal i? of all uniformly continuous bounded 
functions in G(B) with the same norm as above is translation invariant 
and has the additional property that the mapping y I+ Lvf is continuous 
for every f in 8, hence 8 is a Segal algebra. 
CIGLER (El]) studied the structure of normed ideals and gave some 
characterizations of the Segal algebras among them. Let 9s be the set 
of all functions in D(G) whose Fourier transforms have compact support. 
Cigler showed that .90 is contained in every normed ideal in D(G) ([l], 
section 3) and that the following results hold. These facts will be used 
in sections 3 and 5 of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 1. (Cigler) Let N be a normed ideal in Ll(G), f EN and 
let NO denote the closure of 90 in N, then 
(i) f E NO if and only if the mupping y I+ L, f from G into N is corctinuous; 
(ii) N is a Segal algebra if and only if No= N. 
PROOF. [I], sections 4 and 5. 
In a number of aspects Segal algebras have the same structure as 
D(G). For example, the ideal theory of any Segal algebra is the same 
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as that of D(G). To be more precise: every Segal algebra is a normed 
ideal satisfying the following property (A) (REITER; [4], Ch. 6 - Q 2.4). 
(A) A normed ideal N in Ll(G) is said to have property (A) if the closed 
ideals in N are exactly the intersections with N of the closed ideals in 
Ll(G). 
CIGLER ([ 11) gave an example of a normed ideal not possessing property 
(A); he also proved that each normed ideal does have property (A’), 
obtained from (A) by replacing closed ideals by regular maximal ideals. 
Furthermore every Segal algebra is an algebra with approximate units 
in the sense of the following property (B) (cf. [4], Ch. - $ 2.3). 
(B) An algebra A, which is a normed space with respect to some norm 11.11, 
is said to have property (B) if for every f in A and each positive e 
there exists a v in A such that ljfv-flj<e. 
In section 3 it will be proved that each of the properties (A) and (B) 
characterizes the Segal algebras among the normed ideals. 
Since Ll(G) has norm-bounded approximate units, it follows from a 
well-known theorem of COHEN ([2]) that every f in Ll(G) can be written 
as a product of two elements g and h in Ll(G). So Ll(G) certainly has the 
following factorization property (C). 
(C) An algebra is said to have the factorization property (C) if for every f 
in A there exist 91, . . ., g,, hl, . . . , h, in A such that f = x= 1 g&h+ 
The question whether there exist normed ideals with property (C) will 
be considered in section 5. 
3. IDEAL THEORY AND APPROXIMATE UNITS IN NORMED IDEALS 
THEOREM 1. Let N be a normed ideal in Ll(G), then the following 
statements are equivalent : 
(i) N is a Segal algebra. 
(ii) N satis$es property (A). 
(iii) N satisjies property (B). 
PROOF. (i) + (ii): [a], Ch. 6 - Q 2.4. 
(i) =+ (iii): [4], Ch. 6 - 8 2.3. 
(ii) =+ (i) : Because Na - the closure of 90 in N - is a closed ideal 
in N, there exists a closed ideal I in Ll(G) such that No=1 n N. But 
90 C NO C Ll(G) and the 11. ]I - 1 1 c osure of so is D(G), so I is dense in Ll(G). 
Since 1 is a closed subset of Ll(G), I=D(G) and this implies NO= Ll(G) n 
n N = N. From Proposition 1-(ii) it follows that N is a Segal algebra. 
(iii) =z- (i): If f E N\(O) and E> 0, then there exists an element v in 
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N such that Ilf * v-fll~-c ~12. Because 5s is dense in G(C) there is an 
element u in F,J such that IIu-vlIi <~/2ljfll~. Then it follows that 
Ilf * u-fllN<Ilf * U-f * vlh+ Ilf *v--fllN<llfllNll~-41+Ilf * v--fllN<E. 
But f * u belongs to 90, hence f E NO. And thus N is a Segal algebra 
by Proposition 1-(ii). 
4. A NEW CLASS OF SEaAL ALGEBRAS 
Let a be a locally bounded function on (? with a(??) > 1 for all 9 in 8. 
Denote by S(a) the subset of all f in G(C) such that lim&)or(b)= 0 
(lim q(g) = k means: for every positive E there exists a compact subset 
Q of 0 such that I&?)- kl <E for every 9 outside 8). 
THEOREM 2. S(B) G a Segal algebra with respect to the norm 
Ilflla: = Ilfll1+ w& lk@ 4@I* 
PROOF. It is a routine verifkcttion thst 11. lldl indeed makes S(a) a 
normed algebra. S(a) is dense in G(G) because 90 C S(a). It is also clear 
that S(a) is translation invarikrt and that II&, fll,=Ilfll, for all f in S(a) 
and y in B. 
S(a) is complete: Let (fsl),,N be a Cauchy sequense in S(a), then also 
llfn-fmll1 --f 0 (m 12 + 00). Hence there is an f in U(Q) such that 
llfn-fill --f 0. 
Because also 
sup I(.Ln(Q-j%Q) 42I + 0 h n + -1, 
ad 
(343 4eN”,, is a Cauchy sequence of complex numbers and so for every 
9 in d there exists a complex number n(a) such that f%(g) a(a) + 3L@) 
(n + 00). But then it is easy to see that 
sup I$(~)~(~)- W)l -+ 0 (n -+ 00) 
SEC? 
and this implies lim A(9) = 0. 
From Ilfn-flll + 0 it follows that I@~--plloo --f 0 and so f&3) +3(&?) for 
each 9 in i3. But also 3463 + 2(5?) a(&)--1 for each 8, hence j@) = a(@ &?)-I 
for each 5? in &. 
Consequently, lim3(4) a(&) =lim A(@ = 0 and so f E S(a). Finally, 
Ilf~-fll.=llf~-flll+~~~l~f~-f~A~~~~~~~I=llfn-flll+ 
+~~~13~(3~(c)-n(~)l~o N-+4 
and so fn --f f in S(a). 
The mapping y I+ L, f is continuous for each f in S(B) : If f E S(a) 
and E> 0, then it suffices to show the existence of a neighbourhood U 
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of e such that II&f-fll, < e for all y in U. Because lim f(2) a(&) = 0, there 
is a compact subset Q of G such that If(a) a($)1 <e/4 for every 2 in G\Q. 
De&e 
M: = sup or(b); 
ctEf-2 
since y I+ Lyf is a continuous mapping from G into D(G), there is a 
neighbourhood U of e such that IILvf-fll~ < 42M for all y in U . Since 
M > 1, it follows that 
IIW-fll,=llW-fll1+ ~~~I(Lyf-f)^(6)a(~)l<& 
for every y in U. 
PROPOSITION 2. S(oc)=D(G) if and only if a is bounded. 
Pnoor. If a is bounded, by the Riemann-Lebesque lemma lim 
&) a(&)=0 for each f in Ll(G). So D(G)=S(a) in this case. 
Conversely, suppose ar is not bounded. Let U be a symmetric open 
neighbourhood of e with compact closure. Then there exists a sequence 
(b”LN of distinct elements of G such that: 
(i) oc(b,)>n n=l, 2, . . . 
(ti) b,Ur\b,U=B ifm#n. 
For each n in there is a function q’n in Y(6) such that yn(b,) =%-I, 
0 <q&i?) <n-l for each B in G and Supp qn C b7, U. NOW define v: = zB1 v,,, 
then v E e(G). By a result of Curtis and Fig&-Talamsnca (cf. [3], (32.47)-b)) 
there exists a function f in Ll(G) such that j@?)>&?) for each P in 8. 
But then f(bn) &(b,) > p)(bn) aL(b,) > 1 for each n. Because every compact 
subset of G contains at most finitely many bn, this implies f $ S(a). Hence 
B(a) #Lr(G). 
The msin application in this paper of Theorem 2 will be given in 
section 5, but it also provides simple proofs for the following results, 
some of which were known s,heady. 
COROLLARY 1. (Cigler; [l], section 7). Segal algebras need not be in- 
variant under multiplication by c?uwcters. 
Pnoo~. Take G=G=& 6s: t I+ e@(l+ t*)-1 and fe: z I+ e-d. Then fo 
belongs to &‘(a~), but x I+ e&/o(x) does not. 
COROLLARY 2. (Reiter; [6], f B-(vii)) Th intersection of ail Sqal 
algebras in D(G) is SO. 
Pnoo~. First consider the case that G is discrete, then G is compact 
and so Fo=L2(G). Since 90 is contained in every Segal algebra, it follows 
that the only Segal algebra, in Ll(G) is D(G) itself and so there is nothing 
to prove in this case. 
18 Indagationes 
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Now suppose G is not discrete. If fi E Li(G)\F,-,, it suffices to construct 
a Segal algebra not containing fi. Because c? is not compact, there is a 
sequence (&),,N of distinct elements of G such that 0-c Ifi( < 1 for 
every n and each compact subset of G contains at most finitely many 4%. 
Now the function ai on c? is defined by 
IjQd,)l-1 if 9=& for some n in n 
otherwise. 
Then ori is locally bounded and fl# S(al). 
LEMMA. If G is not discrete, there is no norm on 90, continuous with 
respect to 11.111, making s0 cmj9lete. 
PROOF. Suppose (1. I] is a complete norm on *a which is continuous 
with respect to I]. 111, then there exists a constant C such that Ilflll<Cllfll 
for each f in fls. 
Let U be a symmetric open neighbourhood of e with compact closure. 
Then there exists a sequence (6,),,, of distinct elements of G such that 
b,,,unbs,u=O ifm#n. 
For each n there is a function fn in SO such that fn(b,) = 1, O<f,@) < 1 
for each D in G and Supp f,, C b,U (cf. [4], Ch. 5 - $ 1). 
Define gm: =x-, fn/2”llfnll, then each gm belongs to ga and (gm),,N 
is a Cauchy sequence in 90. But, since SO is complete with respect 
to II. ]I, there is a function g E 90 such that llgm-gl] + 0. Because 
~~~rn-~~loo<~~grn-g~~l~C~~grn-g~~, it fdows that llirn-ill, + 0. This, how- 
ever, implies that Supp $ cannot be compact and so g $90. Contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 3. If G is not discrete, tkre is no smallest Segal algebra 
in ,9(G). 
PROOF. Combination of Corollary 2 and the Lemma. 
COROLL~Y 3. The union of all proper &gal algebras in Li(G), with 
G not discrete, is Li(G). 
PROOF. Let fs be an arbitrary element of &i(G). If fz E %a, then fi 
belongs to every Segal algebra, so suppose f2 4 90. Since c? is not compact, 
there is a sequence (&)naN of distinct elements of G such that 0 < I&cZ,) I < 1 
for each n and every compact subset of 6 contains at most finitely many 
a,,. Now the function es is defined by 
IjT2(&)l-’ if O=& for some n 
otherwise. 
Then LYZ is locally bounded and f2 E S(as). Also 012 is unbounded and hence 
S(ora) is a proper Segal algebra in hi(G) by Proposition 2. 
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5. FACTORIZATION IN NORMED IDEALS 
THEOREM 3. If a normed ideal N in D(G) ham property (C), then N 
is a Segal algebra. 
PROOF. Let f in N be given. Then there are gi, .,., gn, hl, . . . . h, in N 
such that f = xc 1 gt * ht. Furthmme II&,(~= 1 gt *h) - (x- 1 gt * he)ll~ = 
=llxml (&g~-gal * hll~ <xsl II&n-g~lldlhll~ for every y in Q’ and 80 
lim,+, IIW-flliv=lim,,, IIW~~I 9 *w-EL sa * WllN=0* 
Hence the mapping y I+ LYf from G into N is continuous and by Propo- 
sition l-(i) f belongs to No. From Proposition 1-(ii) it follows that N 
is a Segal algebra. 
For many Segal algebras it is known that they do not satisfy property 
(C). For instance in [6] the non-factorization for a number of Segal algebras 
is proved. 
All these examples have the following common feature: 
(a) L!TCL~(c?) f or sOme positive number p, where fl: = {flf E S}. 
This property is used in the proof of non-factorization of the algebras 
in the following way. 
Suppose S has property (C), then (01) together with Hijlder’s inequality 
and the fact that 8 C V(8) gives 
(B) A!? C D(G) for every positive number q. 
Then a contradiction is obtained if 
(y) there is an f in S and a positive number qo such that f”$LQo(G). 
For the cases treated in [6] the proof of (y) is rather technical, therefore 
it is worth while to notice that many of the Segal algebras considered 
there contain s(G) as a subset. In this situation (y) follows immediately 
from the following observation. 
PROPOSITION 4. If G is not discrete, there exists a function f in S(G) 
such t7w.i j$# D(8). 
PROOF. Suppose j E D(8) f or every f in .X(G). Let K be a compact 
subset of G with positive Haar measure and g: K + Cj an arbitrary 
continuous function. By Tietze’s extension theorem g can be extended 
to a continuous function gi on G ; also there exists a function gs in X(G) 
such that gs(z)= 1 for each x in K (cf. e.g. [4], Ch. 5 - 9 1). But then 
go : = gi gs is an extension of g which belongs to X(G). By assumption 
&,EL~(G). Now define fo: G+Cj by f&i?): =~&W), then go is the Fourier 
transform of fo. So it is proved that every continuous function on K 
is the restriction of a Fourier transform and hence K is a Helson set. 
This, however, is in contradiction with the fact that the measure of K 
is positive. 
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The following theorem, based upon Theorem 2, shows that a non- 
factorible Segal algebra need not satisfy (a). 
THEOREM 4. There exists a SqaE algebra S C Ll(B) with 
(i) 8 $ Upzo NW 
(ii) S does not have the factorization property (C). 
PROOF. There exists a function f in Ll(‘lj) such that f(t) > (Zn(2 + t2))-1 
for every t in El ([3], (32.47)-b)). Then ]J!]D #D(Q) for every positive 
number p. 
Now detie a function 0~: 8-t q by a(t): = max (f(t)-‘, l}. Then LY is 
locally bounded and a(t)> 1 for all t in Y.$ so the Segal algebra S(a) as 
defined in section 4 can be introduced. It is clear that f E S(a), but on 
the other hand limf(t) or(t)2=lim,f(t)f(t)-l= 1. 
Now suppose S(B) has property (C), then there are functions gi, . . ., gn, 
h, . . . . hA in S(N) such that f = xW 1 gt * &. But then lim f(t)a(t)2= lim 
(xW,&(t)flt(t)) a(t)2=xm1 lim &(t) a(t). lim R*(t) a(t)=O. Contradiction. 
The question whether there really exists a Segal algebra with the 
factorization property (C) remains open. 
DuGwoos 12, Leua&m 
T?M Nethsrlande 
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